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INGINERIA AUTOVEHICULELOR VERSUS INGINERIA MOBILITĂŢii
THE AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING VERSUS MOBILITY ENGINEERING

C

u ceva timp în urmă FISITA (Fédération
Internationale des Sociétés d’Ingénieurs des
Techniques de l’Automobile – la înființare în 1948,
astăzi International Federation of Automotive
Engineering Societies) și-a propus extinderea domeniului
și preocupărilor sale de la ingineria autovehiculelor
(automotive) către ingineria mobilității (mobility solutions).
Ulterior a și acționat în acest sens.
FISITA se descrie astăzi astfel: „FISITA is the international membership organisation
that supports the automotive and mobility systems sector in its quest to advance
technological development. Having delivered against this mission for every generation
of engineers since 1948, we are uniquely placed to promote excellence in mobility
engineering and the development of safe, sustainable and affordable mobility solutions.”
Iar sensul dezvoltării este accentuat, explicit, de acțiuni concrete, cum ar fi
extinderea ariei congresului EUROBRAKE – organizat anual de FISITA în
Europa (de altfel singurul congres zonal în responsabilitatea FISITA) și care,
inițial, era dedicat exclusiv ingineriei autovehiculelor – la o colecție adecvată
de sisteme de transport (rutier, aerian, cale ferată etc.): „Featuring more than
120 technical presentations and over 100 international exhibitors, EuroBrake is the
world’s largest dedicated braking conference and attracts engineers, scientists and
executives from the industries of passenger car, commercial vehicle, rail, aerospace
and the wider industrial fields (www.eurobrake.net)”.
Extinderea preocupărilor FISITA este completată de constituirea de noi
categorii de membri (Corporate Members) – unde găsim printre marile
companii ce au aderat la FISITA în ultima perioadă chiar și firme din
domeniul petrochimiei – evident cu activități legate de automobil (mase
plastice, combustibili etc.), de introducerea de secțiuni speciale în cadrul
manifestărilor FISITA („Propulsion of the Future” la FISITA Plus 2017 sau
„Artificial Intelligence”, „Biomechanics” , „Vehicle combat” la FISITA World
Automotive Congress) etc.
Cunoscând complexitatea diverselor categorii de sisteme de transport deja
asumate în conceptul „mobility solutions”(aerian, spațial (?!), rutier, cale
ferată – de ce nu s-ar putea subînțelege și naval?) se poate presupune parcursul
unei intenții de integrare „globală” a mediilor de cercetare, învățământ
universitar, industrial, comercial etc., din toate sectoarele menționate.
Pare un drum lung de la FISITA din 1948 la cea de astăzi și, mai ales, la cea care
se prefigurează, în condițiile menținerii misiunii sale „To promote knowledge
sharing among stakeholders in a way that positively contributes to the development
of safe, sustainable and affordable mobility solutions and helps guide the future
direction of the global automotive engineering profession”, dar într-o nouă viziune
„Promoting excellence in mobility engineering”.
Cât de realist este un asemenea demers ambițios? Ca proiect de imagine, îl
consider o reușită al echipei de management executiv a FISITA! Oportunitatea
și necesitatea unei asemenea dezvoltări vor fi însă, probabil, judecate de timp!
La aceste tendințe ale FISITA de extindere în domenii care exced ariei clasice

de inginerie a autovehiculelor (poate folosind modelul SAE International –
„SAE International is a global association of more than 128,000 engineers and
related technical experts in the aerospace, automotive and commercial-vehicle
industries” www.sae.org/about/), putem asocia dezvoltarea pe care SIAR
o manifestă de mai mulți ani, asumându-și ca arie de preocupare „ingineria
autovehiculelor, transporturilor și siguranței rutiere”.
Acțiunile SIAR, fără a avea o amploare însemnată, au marcat totuși pași
vizibili. De la discuții privind competențele asigurate absolventului
programelor de studii din domeniul „Ingineria autovehiculelor”, la includerea în
cadrul Congreselor anuale ale SIAR a unor secțiuni dedicate transporturilor și
securității rutiere, la publicarea în revistele SIAR a unor lucrări cu subiecte din
domeniul transporturilor rutiere sau analiza și expertiza evenimentelor rutiere,
la admiterea în cadrul SIAR a specialiștilor ne-automobiliști, dar cu preocupări
legate de ingineria autovehiculelor (mecanică, tehnologie, transporturi, știința
materialelor etc.), completând astfel cadrul competențelor, discuțiilor și
acțiunilor viitoare de dezvoltare.
În această acțiune de implicare pe multiple direcții în domeniul „ingineriei
autovehiculelor, transporturilor și siguranței rutiere” se înscrie și inițiativa de
analiză și clarificare/definire a competențelor absolvenților programului de studii
„Ingineria Transporturilor și a Traficului” din domeniul „Ingineria Transporturilor”.
Existența a două concepții în derularea acestui program de studii poate crea
confuzii la o primă vedere, o privire mai atentă permițând însă înțelegerea situației
și asigurând premisele unei evoluții ulterioare convenabile atât instituțiilor
interesate, cât și absolvenților și agenților economici din domeniu.
Astfel, consider că ar fi binevenită o anumită delimitare și aprofundare a
problemelor transporturilor, traficului și siguranței rutiere în cadrul unui
program de studii universitare de licență care să furnizeze un „inginer de
transporturi rutiere” (ce a parcurs și discipline specifice: teoria grafurilor, teoria
firelor de așteptare, căi de rulare rutiere, accidentologie și securitate rutieră etc.).
Evident, asumarea unui asemenea demers ar presupune parcurgerea unor
proceduri administrative destul de întortocheate, un orizont de aplicare de
2-4 ani până la aprobarea de către instituțiile abilitate, inclusiv apariția unei
hotărâri de guvern, dar efectele ar fi benefice pentru toți actorii implicați:
administrație, universități, firme de transport rutier și, mai ales, absolvenți.
SIAR asigură deja cadrul necesar pentru dezbatere și acțiune prin constituirea
încă din 2017 a „Alianței Academice în domeniile Ingineria Autovehiculelor și
Ingineria Transporturilor – ALIAT”. Dar, pentru a obține rezultate pe măsura
așteptărilor e nevoie de o acțiune comună, unitară, a entităților interesate.
Discuțiile preliminare purtate în cadrul consfătuirilor ALIAT ce au avut loc la
Craiova și Cluj-Napoca ne permit să fim optimiști și să sperăm că vom atinge
un asemenea obiectiv într-un termen rezonabil!
Poate că ritmul ar trebui accelerat!
Prof. dr. ing. Minu MITREA
Secretar General SIAR, Academia Tehnică Militară „Ferdinand I”
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CONTRIBUTIONS IN DEVELOPING ADVANCED ENGINEERING
METHODS FOR RESEARCHING THE N.V.H. ASPECTS IN PORSCHE
CAYMAN OPERATION CONDITIONS AT TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
FROM CLUJ-NAPOCA

CONTRIBUŢII LA DEZVOLTAREA METODELOR INGINEREŞTI AVANSATE
PENTRU CERCETAREA ASPECTELOR Z.V.D. (ZGOMOT-VIBRAŢIIDISCOnFORT) ÎN CONDIŢII DE FUNCŢIONARE PENTRU PORSCHE
CAYMAN LA UNIVERSITATEA TEHNICĂ DIN CLUJ-NAPOCA
Rezumat
Dezvoltarea noilor automobile, inclusiv a sistemelor auxiliare ale acestora, devine tot
mai dificilă fără a lua în considerare aspecte precum zgomotul, vibrațiile și discomfortul
(Z.V.D.). Criteriul Z.V.D. facilitează aprecierea de către evaluator, proprietar sau utilizator a comportamentului autovehiculului, pe ansamblu sau pe sisteme. Obiectivul principal al articolului de față este să evidențieze metoda utilizată în testarea asistată de calculator a parametrilor Z.V.D. în cazul unui model sport de autovehicul - Porsche Cayman.

1. INTRODUCTION
Considering noise, vibration and
harshness (N.V.H.) aspects we aim
to achieve a specific level of testing
and to improve measuring capabilities as well as to develop some
Prof. dr. ing.
innovative and advanced research
Bogdan-Ovidiu
VARGA
methods.
Increased expectations and regulations concerning noise, vibration
S.l. dr. ing.
and harshness (NVH) levels are
Dan MOLDOVANU
inherent in automotive engineering and specific design. Optimal
refinement is in this case one of
Asist. dr. ing.
the significant technological and
Levente KOCSIS
design attributes to be looked at in
the process of perfecting a motor
vehicle and its specialized systems.
Asist. dr. ing.
Noise emissions of traction drives
Adela BORZAN
and the coupling of structureUniversitatea Tehnică din Cluj-Napoca, B-dul
borne sound to surrounding
Muncii, Nr. 103-105, 400641, Cluj-Napoca,
România
technical devices is increasingly
becoming a key performance indicator (KPI) in the automotive industry and is also used as an indicator
for condition monitoring e.g. of production machines [1]. The present
day automotive industry searches for any option to attract the customers
with products which will be generating lower noise and consume less fuel
but also be equally powerful. This unique requirement drives the motivation for building each and every aspect of a dynamical system to be represented in the math model. The car should be durable, less noisy, powerful,
as well as elegant [2].
S.l. dr. ing.
Doru-Laurean
BĂLDEAN
doru.baldean@auto.utcluj.ro

Prin măsurarea nivelului de zgomot, considerând domeniul vibrațiilor critice și analizând
discomfortul se poate aprecia și evalua gradul de comfort. Rezultatele testelor experimentale au fost centralizate, analizate și interpretate. S-au evidențiat o serie de tendințe pentru
fiecare caz particular, observându-se variațiile zgomotului în cazul operării anumitor
comenzi, precum și sursele pentru o paletă mai largă de zgomote diverse (provenite fie de
la motor, fie de la schimbătorul de viteze).
Keywords: noise, vibration and harshness tests, comfort, Porsche, Cayman

In order to develop new vehicle products with well-refined noise performance, vehicle noise measurements and analysis have to be conducted to
validate designs and acoustic refinement [3].
High standards of NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness) performance
are expected by consumers of all modern cars. Refinement is one of the
main engineering and design attributes to be addressed in the course of
developing new vehicle models and vehicle components [4].
By applying a specific methodology and materials the paper aims to
achieve experimental results.
2. METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS
The best results in research are gained by applying scientific method and
using adeqauted materials as it is shown in the next paragraphs. Environmental requirements of the recording equipment: operating ambient
temperature 0° to 35° C; nonoperating temperature -20° to 45° C; relative
humidity: 5% to 95% noncondensing; operating altitude up to 3000 m.
Methodology was developed at Technical University from Cluj-Napoca
and materials were made available at the Automobile Laboratory from
Automotive and Transportations Department.
2.1. Methodology
By measuring the noise level, considering the vibration critical range and
analyzing harshness we can assess and evaluate the comfort level. The present paper shows an engineering method (Figure 1) for computer aided
testing and appreciation in the field of N.V.H. parameters concerning the
operation of sporty Porsche Cayman car.
The tested and evaluated car is a fully operational model, which was studied in relation with noise emissions, in-use vibrations and harshness level.
An innovative method of advanced engineering research was sketched
out. The interaction between computer processing power and N.V.H.
evaluation effort is consistently highlighted.
The new design methods are starting to consider NVH issues throughout
the whole design process. This involves integrating extensive modelling,
5
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2.3. Mathematics and calculus
Noise is a special category of sounds
and it is defined as complex sound
which generates an audible harshness.
The elements which define the noise
analyze are a part of the physiologic
acoustics. The study of the link between the excitation and sensation intensity is made by Weber-Fechner law.
According to this empirical law, for a
hearing sensation variation in geometrical progression there is a correspondence in received hearing sensation variation in logarithmic progression, as in
the next model [6][7]:
(1)

Fig. 1. Short methodology in determining noise, vibrations and harshness.

where:
S is hearing sensation, in Np;
k – integration constant;
I – sound intensity, in W/m2;
Io – minimal reference intensity perceptible in sound field, in W/m2.
Taking into consideration the physical relation between intensity and
acoustic pressure there may be determined the level of sound pressure
level Np, as mathematical model [6][7][8]:
(theoretical)
(2)

Fig. 2. Available motored vehicle for experimental measurements
concerning N.V.H. aspects

simulation, evaluation, and optimization techniques into the design process to insure both noise and vibration comfort. New materials and techniques are also being developed so that the damping treatments are lighter, cheaper, and more effective. Noise, Vibration and Harshness, more
commonly known as NVH, is an all-encompassing engineering discipline
that deals with the objective and subjective structural dynamic and acoustic aspects of automobile design. The NVH engineer is interested in the
structural dynamic response of the vehicle from the complete assembled
system down to the normal modes of the individual components. As a
vehicle is a moving dynamic system, its response to stochastic, time varying inputs is important for safety, quality, and comfort of the passengers.
One specific area of study within NVH is vehicle acoustics. Sound plays
an important part in the development of a motor vehicle [5].
2.2. Materials
Used materials consist in one full operational motored vehicle (Figure 2)
Porsche Cayman model year 2016 and the auxiliary equipment and devices necessary for experimental testing.
As experimental equipment used in the developed tests were two mobile
devices for noise measuring (md367fd/a) and data recording (A1367EMC2407 IC579C-E2407), also there was a test bench for vibration measurements (PF N750) as well as digital post-processing stations.
6

(applied for close proximity)
where:
po is minimal acoustic pressure coresponding to the reference intensity,
which has the value of 2.10-5 N/m2;
p – instant pressure, in N/m2.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Fig. 3. Points for measuring the noise level variation in motored vehicle car
range.
1-in close range<5m; 2-medium range, 5÷10 m; 3-distance of 15 m.
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Fig. 4. Schematic image of vehicle on vibrational test bed.
1-vibrational plates of test bench; 2-tested vehicle for vibrations and
harshness; 3-vibration damping testing results on vehicle’s front axle;
4-vibration damping testing results on vehicle’s rear axle.

Fig.5. Sources of N.V.H. in vehicle operation.
1-vehicle speed meter on board of tested vehicle; 2-tahometer for engine
speed on board of Cayman tested model; 3-complex cutaway transmission
model with 7 + 1 gears and multi disc dual clutch for both input shafts.

The vehicle and testing equipment were interconnected via contact or
contactless technical devices. The vehicle was brought in the Automobile
laboratory from the Technical University were is a specialized vibration
test bed available in order to monitor the Porsche Cayman behavior in
some frequencies range of motion, especially the wheel train.
Beside that there was also installed specialized equipment (microphone

stand alone bench and software operated device) to measure the noise
level multiple locations and various distances in 15 meters range from the
inspected sporty car as it is shown in figure 3.
3.1. Experimental setup for testing
In order to get accurate testing results and to make some interesting observation in relation with the sound waves generated by the operational
systems and powertrain there were implemented some innovative and
advanced engineering strategies in following the research protocol on
Porsche Cayman (Figure 3).
The vibrations are analyzed on a specialized test bed available at Technical
University from Cluj-Napoca as shown in figure 4, considering them in a
cumulative protocol.
Other main sources of noise and vibrations are vehicle speed, engine
speed and transmission as they are plainly presented in figure 5 and figure
6, mentioning the locations for n.v.h. generators.
3.2. Experimental testing results
By setting up a computer assisted experimental model (Figure 7) and
measuring the noise level (Figure 8), considering the vibration critical
range and analyzing harshness we can assess and evaluate the comfort
level. The present chapter shows a synthesis of some results collected with
an engineering method for computer aided testing (C.A.T.) and appreciation in the field of N.V.H. parameters concerning the operation of sporty
Porsche Cayman car (see table 1), with specific applicability on optimization process of the studied vehicle. The tested and evaluated car is a fully
operational model, which was inspected concerning noise emissions (Figure 9 and Figure 10), in-use vibrations and harshness level. An innovative
method of advanced engineering research was sketched out. The interaction between computer processing power and N.V.H. evaluation effort is
consistently supporting the evaluation process.
3.3. Limitations of the proposed study
The research is restricted to the development and validation of an innovative affordable engineering method in computer aided testing or evaluating the N.V.H. parameters for Porsche Cayman sporty motor vehicle and
it surely may be extended and applied in other cases and situations also.
The proposed personalized analysing method worked adequately in the

Fig. 6. Simplified model of complex Direct Shift Gearbox 7 + 1 as a
N.V.H. source.
1-main sources for noise and vibrations at gear change; 2-secondary
sources of noise and vibrations; 3-lowest N.V.H. generation sources.

7
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Table 1. Vehicle technical date

Parameter
Manufacturer
Model
Code
Fuel
Pollution standard

Fig. 7. Research equipment from Technical University and studied Porsche
Cayman.
1-Tested car; 2-front suspension; 3-wheels; 4-on-board recording
equipment; 5-engine sound measurement; 6-power train; 7-lower
suspension arm; 8-joint; 9-sound curve; 10-gear change; 11-tire;
12-exhaust; 13-gearbox; 15-software app.

Fig. 8. Noise variation from start in accelerating process of tested car.

Fig. 9. Noise values in various conditions of Porsche Cayman.

Fig. 10. Noise values at various distances from Porsche Cayman.

developed work for Porsche Cayman, but needs to be highly defined in
order to apply it for large series of motor vehicles.
3.4. The novelty of the achievement
The research crew members are experienced in internal combustion engines, transmissions, pollution, alternative energy sources for green vehicles and mechanical construction technologies. The consideration of
N.V.H. aspects in operating conditions represents a synthesizing endeavour of capabilities, technologies and experiences. Even if there were also
considered in the previous work some particular tests of vehicle’s mass os8

Value
Porsche
Cayman
982
Gasoline
Euro 6

cillations, this is the first integrating process of so many important aspects
that define N.V.H. evaluating criteria and advanced engineering methods
based on computer processing power available today. Originality of the
paper consists in research method and applied protocol, while the applicability is both in acoustics engineering and automotive development.
4. CONCLUSION
Redefining the standards in comfort and tuning is close related to the
N.V.H. research. N.V.H. parameters are not acting as isolated factors in
some isolated environment. They should be considered in relation with
the complex whole which is the operating motor vehicle in the road traffic environment. The N.V.H. aspects have an engineering influence in the
vehicles development and operation, but also they have a financial impact
when it comes to car marketing.
Noise levels of analysed sporty car are higher than regular series BMWs
or other usual motored vehicles, an aspect which influences both user’s
satisfaction and attention.
Close range measurements of noise show actual values between 75 to 130
dB, when the engine is running and speeds up at high revs level, with applicability in car design and operation optimization.
By departing from the operating vehicle the sound level is ranged from
45 to 68 dB.
The initiated study creates development possibilities and perspectives
which facilitate and encourage further research of the specific problems.
Lucrare prezentată în cadrul Congresului Internațional de Inginerie a Autovehiculelor și Transporturilor - CAR 2017, 08.11 – 10.11.2017, Pitești,
România, și publicată în nr. 28 al Buletinului Științific – Seria Autovehicule
Rutiere al Universității din Pitești (ISSN 1453-1100).
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TURBOSYSTEM MODELING WITH RECIPROCATING SLIDING
MODELAREA TURBOSISTEMELOR CULISANTE
Rezumat
Aceasta lucrare abordează problema influenței pe care o are adoptarea unei anumite legi a
fricțiunii asupra comportamentului dinamic al unui sistemu mecanic care interacționează
cu un tribosistem.Apariția anumitor nelinearități de ordin superior în legea fricțiunii
conduce la o intensificare a procesului disipativ și la destabilizarea tribosistemului.
Modelarea teoretică și experimentală a procesului disipativ se bazează pe oscilatorul

1. INTRODUCTION
As functional components of
mechanical systems, tribosystems
collaterally affect the former’s
dynamic behavior and have
Conf. dr. ing.
a predominant role in energy
Gheorghe POŞTARU
dissipation.
The
evolution
character of the dissipative process
is influenced and correlatively
Conf. dr. ing.
Victor CEBAN
connected with the friction
dr_ceban@yahoo.com
characteristic (law) occurring
Universitatea Tehnică a Moldovei,
at the relative motion of contact
Str. Studenţilor 9/8 MD-2012 Chișinău,
surfaces. At present, a series of
Republica Moldova
different laws have been formulated
only for dry friction: simple-static;
complicated-dynamic. Considering also lubrication (with Stribeck
effect), the series of the friction laws diversify [2], [5], [8]. In fact, the
laws of friction are complex and include the influence of a series of factors
of a different nature related to working, geometric and micro geometric,
to tribosystem structure, to the source, properties, and characteristics of
the materials for triboelements, and to the working environment.
When nonlinearities of different orders occur into the friction
characteristic (with fluctuations in the frictional force), in the mechanical
system elements are generated noises under the form of self-oscillations
with a wide spectrum of frequencies [2], [5], [8]. The structure of the
spectrum, the amplitude and shape of the oscillations are influenced
by charging parameters, the friction regime and energy dissipation
factors, the properties and state of the materials for triboelements and
the lubricant, the origin and intensity of processes arising in the contact
area. For problems of such complexity a reliable research method
remains the experimental one. However, experimental modelling should
be formalized and executed within the framework of the fundamental
equations of nonlinear dynamics.
2. DYNAMIC MODELING OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMTURBOSYSTEM INTERACTION
A model commonly used to describe and study the oscillatory processes
in different systems is the harmonic oscillator. The oscillator is the basis of
both mathematical models and necessary technical devices for tests and
the experimental research of the studied systems.
The oscillator has been accepted as a model for studying the interaction
between the tribosystem characteristics and the mechanical system
(figure 1). It consists of block 1 with mass
linkconnected to housing

armonic de fricțiune care interacționează cu tribosistemul studiat. Oscilatorul este utilizat
ca element sensibil la fluctuațiile forței de frecare și ca măsură a energiei disipate. Pornind
de la model, elaborarea unei metode și a unor dispozitive de cercetare experimentală a
oferit posibilitatea studierii comportamentului turbosistemului la funcționarea instabilă.
Key-Words: Turbo System, friction, sliding, wearout, Lagrange equation

S.l. dr. ing.
Andrei POŞTARU

Fig. 1. Mechanical oscillator scheme

4, fixed on both sides by means of two similar elastic elements 2, of low
rigidity
The angular frequency of the oscillator is
).
The tribological connection between the oscillator and the triboelements
is realized through the contact between block 1 and platform 3. Platform 3,
driven by a crank-type mechanism, performs a translational reciprocating
movement on guide 5 within distances S, with speed:
(1)
where:
- the angular speed of the crank, - the radius of the crank;
- the length of the rod;
;
- the rotation angle of the crank.
Initially, the coordinate’s origin of the gravity center of block 1 is in
the stable equilibrium point . When the platform begins to move with
speed on
distance, block 1, influenced by the friction force
will move in direction with speed . The relative speed between
the contact surfaces of the friction bond becomes
.
Connecting the oscillator to the tribosystem results in a system composed
of two subsystems of different nature (mechanical and dissipative) with
own dynamic behaviour, influencing each other during working. The
evolution of the dissipative process (of energetic essence) can be studied
only from the perspective of Lagrangean formalism, according to which
the generalized dissipative force
derives from a force function called
Rayleigh dissipative function [6, 7], defined by the relationship:
(2)
where:

and

– the positive functions defined on spaces

of
9
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the contact real elementary areas that are dependent on the
coordinate and on the generalized speed
of the oscillator, on
speed of the platform, and on the internal and external parameters of
the tribosystem; – the relative local speed of the surfaces on the contact
real elementary areas of the spaces; – the number of real elementary
areas within the boundaries of the contact nominal area.
In the sliding tribosystem the role of dissipative generalized force
is
played by the total force of friction , defined by the gradient of the
dissipative force in the direction of the relative motion of the contact
surfaces [2], [8]
(3)

– the generalized speed is represented by the
where
relative speed of the surfaces when the platform and the block of the
oscillator move.
The movement of the oscillator under the action of the dissipative forces
is described by the Lagrange equation
Fig. 2. Representation of self-oscillatory process in phase space

(4)

– the Lagrange function (kinetic potential);
- the kinetic energy of the oscillator;
– the
potential energy accumulated into the elastic elements of the oscillator.
If the working parameters are maintained at constant level, the oscillator
asymptotically stabilizes his position temporarily “freezing” in the vicinity
of the unstable equilibrium point (figure 1) with coordinate . When
the position of the block is stabilized, speed
, and the contact
relative speed become
. In this state the oscillator passes in a
steady and stable working mode relative to the point
, where block 1
will be in the balance of forces in the movement direction of the platform
where:
– the constant component of the
Coulomb type friction force;
- the force of elasticity. On the
oscillator’s passing in steady state, the dissipative friction force between
the block and the platform remains linearly dependent on the generalized
coordinate and the platform speed . Lagrange equation for the steady
state conditions of the oscillator takes the form.
where:

(5)

2) built in the phase coordinates
and
. To this aim, the
ratio between the motions of the representative point
on the phase
trajectories for each two cycles in a row
and
are examined
step by step.
In examining the movement on the phase trajectory of cycle i in selfoscillation state (figures.1, 2) the coordinate and speed of the oscillator
are
,
,
where:
- average component;
- variable component;
- speed of passage from the
previous cycle
to cycle On the cycle path, two types of
movement can be identified: 1 - with low speed
, determined by
the variation of the mean component coordinate
of the cycle; 2
-with high speed , determined by the variation of the
coordinate
and angular own frequency
of the oscillator. Admitting the prime
integral
of equation (4) as total energy of the oscillator,
represented in the phasic space (figure 2) through the orbit of level
drawn with the representative radius
is the following is obtained:
(7)

and the energy dissipation power where:
- the representative radius of the orbit
at intersection with the trajectory of the representative point trajectory
.
at movement on cycle in the phasic space.
(6) Differentiating equation (7) by time, the energy variation of the oscillator
and the evolution of the dissipative process under the influence of the
The loss of stability violates the balance of forces, the movement of the friction force during the cycle is determined:
oscillator being determined by the variation of the dissipative forces. In
the event of some instability in the operation of the tribosystem, with
(8)
disruptive fluctuations of the friction force, the oscillator passes into a
self-oscillation regime maintained from the external source of energy.
The nature and evolution of the dissipative process can be efficiently set where:
– the projection of the phasic speed
on the direction of
in the analysis result of the oscillator’s motion in the phase space (figure the normal , drawn through the
representative point moving on the

According to (5), the friction force
Pd(V) for motion with relative speed

10
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phasic trajectory of the cycle when intersecting the representative orbit
. From a dynamic point of view,
is the rate of change (dissipation)
of the oscillator’s energy at movement of the
point on the phasic path.
According to relation (8), the variable component of the oscillator’s
energy includes three groups of factors:
1.
– for variation of the low speed and low frequency component;
2.
component;

- for variation of the high speed and high frequency

3.
– for mutual influence of the low and high speed factors.
Setting the mechanical status of the oscillator by experimental methods,
based on expressions (7) and (8), the normal component of the phasic
speed is determined, which comprises the three groups of influence
factors.
(9)

At temporary “freeze” of the oscillator’s mechanical status in the point
of coordinate
, the instant steady state functioning conditions are
obtained fixed on the average level of the oscillation cycle generated by
the stationary friction force
at the platform movement with speed
. Based on relations (5) and (6), the solution for friction force and energy
dissipation power on the average cycle component is obtained.

The component
(of Coulomb type) of the friction force is defined by
the linear factors of the dissipative function
in the vicinity of the
coordinated point. The variable (fluctuating) components of the friction
force
,
,
occur as a result of various dynamic effects
from the contact zone with higher order nonlinearities and may vary in a
wide range of frequencies and amplitudes.
When condition
is accomplished, the component
of the friction force has always the same sense as platform speed vector
and determines the energy dissipation level in the contact zone at relative
motion of the surfaces. The variable components (depending on the
speed signs
,
,
sign) can change their sign according
to direction within the limits of the same oscillation cycle. On the negative
direction, the energy previously accumulated in the oscillator’s elements
dissipates in the contact area, and, on the positive direction, through
the tribosystem, a new portion of energy from the external source is
introduced into the oscillator. This behaviour relates to the achievement
of the dynamic effect of variable dissipation on direction, also called
“negative friction” effect, which is the main cause of engendering friction
excited self-oscillations in the mechanical system [1], [2], [5], [7].
Accepting cycle
as a benchmark, at crossing to the next cycle
, the
(coordinated point (figure 2) acquires an additional movement
with the speed
, where:
;
;
.
The coordinate, the absolute speed and the relative speed within the cycle
limits (i + 1) with respect to cycle (i) will be:

(10)
(11) The prime integral of equation (4) for the cycle
The total energy dissipation power in the contact area for each movement
cycle consists of two basic components:
instantly constant,
(16)
defined by speed within cycle limits; variable
, defined by Similarly, the instantaneous frictional force is determined at the motion of
the oscillator during the (i + 1) cycle
speed .
(12)

(17)

Taking into account relation (9) the following is obtained:

(18)
(13)

The loss of system stability can occur for both types of movements: of
low frequency and low speed, and with high frequency and high speed.
As an experimental criterion for assessing the movement regime, the
The total instantaneous value of the friction force during cycle
conditioned by the achievement of the working unstable self-osscilation deviations of the displacements
and
between each pair
state:
of consecutive cycles are used:
under steady state oscillatory motion
(14)

(19)

or
(15)

under unstable state oscillatory motion
(20)

where:
;

;
.

;

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the above theoretical model, an original model of tribometer
was made, with a cyclic translational motion and equipped with proper
systems for measuring the dynamic characteristics (variables) of the
system. As dynamic variables the following are used:
11
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system, established within the limits of the
platform movement cycle, where
the period of the oscillator’s self-oscillation,
- the period of cycle
of the
platform movement. Resolution represents
the oscillator’s number of cycles included in a
platform movement cycle.
As a benchmark characteristic for establishing
the experimental friction law, the integrated
mean within the limits of cycle
period of
the local friction force is used
(21)

where:
- the instantaneous value of the
friction force within the cycle (i) limits.
The level of energy dissipation (represented by
the work of friction forces integrated on period
of cycle

(22)

Fig. 3. Law of friction determined experimentally for cyclical translatory
movement

1. displacement
i in the movement direction of the platform
of the mass center of the oscillating part against point
of the
oscillator’s stable equilibrium;
2. linear speed
of the mass center of the oscillating
part;
3. linear acceleration
of the mass center of the
oscillating part;
4. linear speed
of the platform in the movement direction
within the limits of cycle of the oscillator’s oscillation;
5. cyclic frequency of the platform
;
6. experimental average temperature
in the contact area during
cycle k of the platform movement.
The dynamic variables are recorded, step by step, in the form of time series
for each cycle
of the oscillator’s movement and over each cycle
of
the platform movement.
Computerized technologies for recording the dynamic variables and
for processing of the time series were used to study the behavior of the
tribosystem in unstable operating conditions. The evolution of the friction
process was estimated through the variation characteristic (law) of the
friction force
for relative speed variation; the evolution
of the dissipative process (energy dissipation) was estimated through
the work of the friction force
cumulated for each cycle
of the
platform movement.
In the case of the translational cyclical movement, the accuracy of local
friction force determination depends on the resolution
s of the
12

The work of friction forces (dissipated energy)
period of the platform movement totalled

during the cycle

(23)
The results of the experimental data analysis for a number of couples
of materials and lubricants revealed a different and complex behavior
of the frictional force (figure 3) on different portions and areas of
the characteristics points, at relative movement of the contact on the
platform cycle strokes
. Within a cycle the following are identified:
the DSM stroke of the platform motion on the direct sense of the
movement and the OSM stroke for opposite movements; portions with
acceleration movement (AM) per stroke and deceleration movement
zones (DM); (ZRP) zones of return points of the contact per stroke and
(PMS) zones of points of maximal speed of the cycle. If the platform is
actioned by the crank mechanism, return points with different kinematic
characteristics are obtained at the end of the strokes: (RPN) - return
point near; (RPR) - return point removed. A pronounced dynamic
behavior of the friction force occurs when changing speed direction at
entry into and exit from the areas of return points.
During the experimental research, the following conditions
were set: oscillator mass
; rigidity of the elastic
element
; angular frequency of the oscillator
; angular frequency of the crank
; cyclic frequency of the platform
; system
resolution
; contact load in two ways (1 – with constant
normal loading during the testing period, 2 - loading in consecutive
steps); drop lubrication. The experimental temperature θ in the contact
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load and cyclic
parameters are maintained constant (
speed of the platform ), process stabilization is complete
at temperature values
.
Of special importance for determining the dynamic
behaviour of mechanical systems is the evolution of the law
of friction in concrete working conditions. Figure 4 shows
a significant influence of temperature on friction force for
relative speed
variation per cycle strokes of platform
movement. When temperature increases, the friction
force changes both values and the variation manner per
stroke. Different behaviour is identified if the variation
of the contact load force
takes place at constant
temperatures θ. To achieve a boundary lubrication regime,
during the experiment the temperature was maintained at
high-level in the contact zone, with a permissible variation
within
. When the contact was
loaded (figure 5), a practically linear dependence of the
level of energy dissipation
on force . was obtained.
In this case. the evolution manner of the force in the
Fig. 4. Character of the dissipative process and evolution of the friction law with
experimental friction law changes.
experimental temperature variation θ in the contact area for normal force loading
4. CONCLUSION
Fn = 2,0 kN
In cases when the friction law (for the couple of materials
used in the construction of the triboelements) higher
order nonlinearities occur, the friction forces generate in
the mechanical system elements noises as self-oscillations
in a wide range of frequencies.
Based on Lagrange equation, the dynamic model of the
interaction between the mechanical system and the tribosystem
was developed. The harmonic oscillator with elastic elements
was accepted as mechanical system for modeling. The
examination of the dynamic model identified the structure
of the friction force in unstable operating conditions of the
mechanical system. In the structure of the total friction force
four possible components appear: a component
(of
Coulomb type), defined by the linear factors of the dissipative
function
; three variable (fluctuating) components within
the limits of each oscillation cycle
,
,
(occurr as a result of various dynamic effects in the contact
zone with higher order nonlinearities and can vary over a wide
range of frequencies and amplitudes.
Fig. 5. Nature of the dissipative process and evolution of friction law for variation of the
Based on the model with harmonic oscillator, an original
load force Fn at constant temperature θ into contact area
model of tribometer has been made, with cyclical
translational movement, equipped with proper measuring
systems for the dynamic characteristics of the oscillator,
area was measured with a K type mini K thermocouple. Temperature
evolution in the contact area occurs due to heat produced at the exhaust and the method for experimental determination [3] of the dynamic
of mechanical energy. Contact form - flat with dimensions: width characteristics of the sliding tribosystem in unstable operating regime
; length
. Stroke length
. was developed.
Under study was the tribological behavior of the materials of the pair:
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Research on Geometric and Kinematic Analyses
of Some Auxiliary Mechanisms Used on Urban Buses

Cercetări asupra analizei geometrice şi cinematice
a unor mecanisme auxiliare utilizate la autobuzele urbane
Rezumat
Lucrarea prezintă modelarea geometro-cinematică a unui mecanism plan articulat
utilizat pentru acţionarea uşilor autobuzelor urbane. S-au parcurs etapele de rezolvare
a parametrilor cinematici de poziţie, viteză şi acceleraţie pentru fiecare componentă a
mecanismului. Unul dintre scopurile lucrării este utilizarea acestei modelări cinematice
pentru îmbunătăţirea funcţionării mecanismului în ceea ce priveşte sincronizarea celor
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1. Introduction
For a high frequency of stops and a
high number of passengers getting
on and off, as well as for ensuring
the safety of the passengers on
boarding and during the journey,
the urban vehicles are equipped
with doors consisting of two or
more folding parts, pneumatically
or electrically controlled.
A mechanism for actuating the city
bus doors is generally composed
[1, 17] of two main parts: a) the
control mechanism, mounted
either under the stairs or above
the door; b) the crank-slide final
mechanisms to which either the
crank and the coupler or only the

Fig. 1. Classical swinging doors (a) and circular sliding doors (b) [18]
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couplers or the cranks are rigidly linked to one part of the folding door.
The structural and kinematic analysis of the pneumatic mechanisms used
to actuate the urban bus doors [4] highlights the unitary character of the
control mechanisms.
Also, a general method of structural and geometric analysis of the control
mechanisms, in open-closed positions, as well middle positions, is of
interest.
In section 2 of the paper the main types of urban bus doors are presented.
The most used mechanisms for actuating the doors are with circular
sliding or rotational-sliding motions.
In section 3 a linkage having only revolute joints in the final mechanism
structure, used on trolleybuses, is presented.
Finally, in section 4, a geometric-kinematic modeling of a two folding
door-part mechanism is performed. The displacement, velocity and acceleration of each element of the linkage have been calculated and displayed.
Based on these results, some improvements regarding the passenger
comfort are outlined.
2. Mechanisms for bus doors
2.1. Swinging door (conventional) with hinge joint
In the case of classical design buses (Figure 1a) the doors have a swinging
movement around a vertical axis by means of some hinges.
2.2. Door with circular sliding motion
In modern buses one of the door movement solutions is circular sliding,
being done by means of an articulated parallelogram mechanism (Figure
1b). The kinematic scheme of such a linkage shows that the vehicle door
(represented by the segment MN) is rigid connected with the coupler AB
(Figure 2).
In the practical case of bus doors, the positioning of the fixed joints A0 and
B0 is made inside the body 0, in the area of the stairway.
Each of the two door-parts is rigid with the coupler 2 of the parallelogram
mechanism A0 ABB0 in the closed position of the door with width MN

M
1

A
0

Fig. 2. The kinematic scheme of the double symmetrical parallelogram mechanism

14

două foi de uşă pliabile. Viteza şi acceleraţia acestora sunt, de asemenea, importante datorită faptului că se poate crea un mediu de siguranţă ridicată pentru pasageri.

In the open position of the door M’’N’’ the parallelogram mechanism is
A0A’’B’’B0. Note that the bar 1 cannot be in a straight line as it would interfere with the bus body, so that the shape of it is curved and it does not
collide with the vehicle body (Figure 2).
The kinematic scheme of the parallelogram mechanism was drawn
in three positions, two extreme positions (closed and open) and an
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intermediate position M’N’
at the maximum distance of
the body. For each door-part
a parallelogram mechanism
is corresponding, whose
kinematic schemes are
symmetrically represented.
Due to the fact that the
bar 1 (A0A) is the driving
kinematic element, it has
a much larger cross-section than the bar 3, having
primarily a geometric role.
Note that for the right part,
the parallelogram mechanism was only in the closed
position represented.

Fig. 3. Doors with one-part inside folding
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Figure 5. The kinematic scheme of planar triadic chain
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2.3. Door with planar rotational-sliding motion
The door of the bus can be made of two parts articulated each other, of
which one of the parts performs a horizontal rotation and the other one
performs a planar rotational-sliding motion.
The most commonly used solution is the one in which the door is made
of a single part having a horizontal planar movement (rotational-sliding).
When the door is opened, the door-part is fully folded (Figure 3a) or
partially folded (Figure 3b) inside the bus.
In an intermediate position of the door opening movement (Figure 3) it
is observed that the door-part is rigid connected to the coupler of a crankcoupler planar mechanism (Figure 4).
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Fig. 6. The kinematic scheme of the bus door mechanism (in closed position) and the independent kinematic contours
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Table 1. Angular displacements of the mechanism elements

Table 2. Linear displacements of the mechanism elements [m]

3. The door mechanism of a trolleybus type TV
This type of mechanism (Figure 5) consists of three series-connected
mechanisms: MC(1,2,3), ME1(3,4,5,6,7) and ME2 (6,8,9). The main
Fig. 7. Graphs of the angular displacements: φ2 to φ6 (a) and φ7 to φ11 (b)
structure of the linkage is a planar triadic chain.
The control and actuation mechanism of the door is usually located at the The final mechanism consists of a parallelogram (5, 6, 7) and an anti-partop of the bus body due to the saved space inside the bus and the lower allelogram (6, 8, 9) so that the transmission ratio [9] achieved between
the driven elements 7, 9 is -1.
road clearance.
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Fig. 8. Graphs of the linear displacements: s12 and s13

Fig. 10. Graphs of the angular/linear accelerations: ε2 to ε11 (a), a12 and
a13 (b)

Fig. 9. Graphs of the angular/linear velocities: ω2 to ω11 (a), v12 and v13 (b)

The piston 1 operates with double effect, the compressed air acting on
both sides, and by means of the connecting rod 2 the linear sliding motion
is turned into a rotational motion, swinging the rocker 3 (Figure 5).
Further, the movement is transmitted, by the coupler 4, to the parallelogram (5, 6, 7) and then, via the element 6, to the anti-parallelogram (6,
8, 9).
The doors or the main parts of the folding doors are fixed to the driven
elements 7, 9 (having limited rotation up to 90°), according to the
kinematic scheme.
4. The geometric-kinematic modeling of a bus
door mechanism
The next kinematic scheme (Figure 6) shows the piston 1 as driving
element which is positioned, at one moment in time, by means of the

linear displacement s10=s1 in the fixed horizontal cylinder 0. Through the
displacement of the point A, the two elements of the dyad chain LC(2,3),
the coupler 2 and the rocker 3, will incline by the angles φ2 and φ3 measured in the points B and B0.
Further, the swinging movement of the point C is transmitted through the
coupler 4 to the triadic chain LT(4,5,6,7) with two fixed articulations E0
and F0 (Figure 6).
The element 6 has two articulations opposed along the diameter E and G,
so that through the rotate joint G the motion is transmitted to the dyad
chain LC(9,10).
On each of the bars 7 and 10 the first door–part is rigid connected, by
which the second door-part 8 and 11 is articulated (in the points I and K)
whose movement is type planar rotational-sliding. The point J and L have
sliding motion through the rollers 12 and 13 that move in a rectilinear
guide.
Note that for the extreme displacement of the piston 1 (s1max) the two
doors are closed, the two door-parts of one door being in prolongation:
(7, 8) and (10, 11).
Starting with the actuator mechanism MA(0,1), the structural formula of
the planar “motor mechanism” (MM) has the following expression:
MM = MA(0 + 1) + LD(2 + 3) LT(4 + 5 +6 + 7) + LD(8 + 12) +
+ LD(8 + 13)
(1)
According to this formula of structural compounding of the motor mechanism, six independent closed kinematic contours have been identified, of
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which four contours specific to the four dyad chains and two independent
contours specific to one tetrad chain.
The characteristic lengths of the linkage are relative constant parameters
with respect to the coordinate system chosen in point B0, and the absolute
constant parameters are fixed or mobile (the characteristic lengths of the
kinematic elements represented by the distances between their articulation centers).
The characteristic geometric parameters with constant values are the
following lengths and angles:
xO = 380 mm; yO = 400 mm; xE0 = -200 mm; yE0 = –390 mm;
xF0 = –860 mm; yF0 = –450 mm; xH0 = 460 mm; yH0 = –450 mm;
l1 = O’A = 240 mm; l2 = AB = 60 mm; l3 = BB0 = 400 MM; l’3 = B0C =
= 320 mm;
l4 = CD = 130 mm; l5 = DF = 740 mm; l7 = FF0 = 90 mm; α7 =
= <(FF0I) = 45°;
I = 320 mm; l8 = IJ = 320 mm,
l’7 = F0
l’5 = DE = 80 mm; l6 = EE0 = 90 mm; l’6 = E0G = 90 mm;
l9 = GH = 660 mm; l10 = HH0 = 90 mm; α10 = <(HH0K) = 45°;
l’10 = H0K = 320 mm; l11 = KL = 320 mm;
The variable lengths are the linear displacements achieved by the
elements 1 (actuator piston) and the rollers 12 and 13 in the horizontal
guide (Figure 6):
OO’ = s10 = s1; FJ = s12; H0L = s13
For each planar closed contour two scalar equations can be written, so that
for the entire mechanism twelve scalar equations with twelve unknowns
are deduced, that represent ten angular displacements φi(i = 2,...,11) and
two linear displacements si(i = 12,13).
l2cos φ2 + l3cos φ3 = xo – (l1 + s1)
l2sin φ2 + l3sin φ3 = yo
l’3cos φ3 + l4cos φ4 + l5cos φ5 + l7cos φ7 = –xFo
l’3sin φ3 + l4sin φ4 + l5sin φ5 + l7sin φ7 = –yFo
l’3cos φ3 + l4cos φ4 + l’5cos φ5 + l6cos φ6 = –xE0
l’3sin φ3 + l4sin φ4 + l’5sin φ5 + l6sin φ6 = –yE0
l’7cos(φ7 – α7) – l8cos φ8 – s12 = 0
l’7sin(φ7 – α7) – l8sin φ8 – s12 = 0
l’6cos φ6 – l9cos φ9 + l10cos φ10 = –(xH – xE )
0
0
l’6sin φ6 – l9sin φ9 + l10sin φ10 = –(yH – yE )
0
0
l’10cos(φ10 + α10) – l11cos φ11 – s13 = 0
l’10sin(φ10 + α10) – l11sin φ11 = 0

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

This system with twelve scalar equations (2, 3, ..., 13) can be divided in
five systems of nonlinear equations, of which four systems of two equations (specific to the dyad chain) and one system of four nonlinear equations (specific to the triad chain).
The resolving order of these systems of two or four nonlinear equations
is given by the structural formula (1). Using MathCAD software the
kinematics of the bus door linkage has been accomplished. The software
managed to resolve the twelve equation system only in stages as it has
been mentioned above. The twelve variables (ten angular and two linear
displacements) have been displayed in figure 7 and respectively in figure
8. Along with these graphs the numerical tables 1 and 2 were also shown.
As it can be observed in figure 8, the linear displacements s12 and s13 have
pretty matched trajectories which means that the mechanism is operating
almost in a symmetry way. This is a positive sign regarding the working
18

balance between the two left/right folding doors. In figure 9 the angular
and linear velocities have been displayed. Also, in figure 10 the angular
and linear accelerations have been displayed. The issue of “how fast the
bus door should operate?” is an optimization problem. If the speed of it is
too high, the passengers could be struck, and if it is too low, the bus will
be delayed.
The main advantage of folding bus doors is the space saving inside the bus
and the safety that it can provide to the passengers.
5. Conclusion
The paper presents a geometric-kinematic modeling of an articulated bar
mechanism for actuate the doors of the urban buses.
It is emphasized that in the linear displacement graph of the kinematics
of the linkage final elements, the two curves are nearly matched. This is
pretty acceptable due to the fact that the mechanism should operate in a
synchronized way.
Also, it has been outlined that the velocities and accelerations of the
folding doors are very important for the passenger comfort and for the
tight schedule of the bus driver. An optimized operation of the mechanism is the solution to this matter.
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Development of public passenger transport –
the role and place of public passenger transport
in metropolitan areas
Dezvoltarea transportului public de călători –
rolul Şi locul transportului public de călători
în zonele metropolitane
Rezumat
Studiul are în vedere modele de guvernare a zonelor metropolitane care ca orice soluție este
adoptată, în funcție de problemele naționale sau regionale cu care se confruntă autoritatea
sau agenția implicată în controlul, revizuirea, conservarea și aplicarea strategiei metropolitane. Zona metropolitană trebuie să dispună de planificarea strategică a resurselor
profesionale în analiza politicii pe termen mediu și lung la nivel metropolitan, să coreleze
și să stabilească un echilibru între interesele sectoriale și cele ale zonei metropolitane.Odată
cu apariția automobilului și trecerea la producția de serie a diverselor mărci de autovehicule, s-au dezvoltat în paralel și rețelele de transport rutier, care leagă între acestea marile
aglomerări urbane. Centrele urbane populate, dar și cele rurale, sunt direct afectate de
creșterea exponențială a mobilității populației și de circulația tot mai pregnantă a bunurilor. Circulația rutieră reprezintă mișcarea ordonată de vehicule și persoane, concentrată

pe suprafețe de teren amenajate special în acest scop, adică drumurile. Parcul mondial de
autovehicule a ajuns la cifre impresionante, circulând în prezent peste 800 milioane de
autovehicule de toate tipurile și categoriile, iar în fiecare an asistăm la fabricarea din ce
în ce a mai multor mijloace de transport. Preocupările pe plan mondial pentru creșterea
performanțelor sistemului de transport public de persoane fac referire la diverse măsuri
pentru reducerea congestionării traficului și creșterea atractivității transportului de mare
capacitate, îndeosebi subteran, și utilizarea spațiilor acestuia pentru scopuri culturale sau
comerciale. Orientările privind evoluția mobilității umane, în funcție de anumite variabile
de intrare, cum ar fi cele socio-economice, planificarea spațială, politicile de transport și
comportamentul populației, aduc în relief câteva scenarii, și anume „Homo Technicus”,
„Homo Economicus” , „Homo Politicus” și „Homo Civis”.
Key-words: urban transport, efficiency, modelling

1. Introduction
Transport is one of the main compoDr. ing.
nents of social and economic life, of
Victor BRATU
victor.bratu@upit.ro
human society. They continue and
complete the process of production
Universitatea din Pitești, Str. Targu din Vale,
Nr. 1, Pitești, România
of material goods, moving them to
the place of consumption. Transport
creates new products, unlike industry and agriculture, which transforms the
production process work items into new products.
Public passenger transport is a subfield of social-economic activity
through which the movement of people in space, using vehicles on certain
traffic routes in order to meet certain needs and spiritual society.
Development of transport was required for the development of production factors. Continuous increase in production volume materials, the
need to exchange goods need to travel long distances for goods and people development were the main drivers of upward transport of deepening
labor dimension in this activity.
Need to go to people is the consequence of various places of residence
location of the work and other social needs.
Decisive influence on the development of transport in general (freight
and passenger) had an invention of the steam engine, which facilitated the
emergence of railways, navigation by vessels set in motion by the force of
steam discoveries in the art such as : construction of the first automobile
powered by an internal combustion engine (1855), the invention of the
internal combustion engine with spark ignition (1889), the invention of
the first plane (1905) - are events that moved the evolution and diversification of transport - the emergence and road transportation of the air.
In the US, „general concept of a metropolitan area is that of a territory
containing a nucleus densely populated central and adjacent communities with a high coefficient of socio-economic integration with central
territory“. Current standards require that every new metropolitan area

include at least: a city with less than 50 000 inhabitants and a population
metropolitan 1000 000 inhabitants (1999, US Bureau of the Census), and
region / Metropolitan Area (MA) It refers to an area that contains a number of autonomous administrative units, focusing on independence both
metropolitan and metropolitan affairs coordination (1993, the World
Conference, Tokyo). Such an approach is essential in metropolitan areas
in Romania to consider a number of programs, such as those of:
– Connecting metropolitan areas to major European transport involves
certain corridors connecting metropolitan areas and also improve road
transport infrastructure in the localities that make up the metropolitan
area so that they correspond to European standards;
– Optimization of movement within metropolitan areas by rethinking the
entire traffic system and traffic light so as to ensure smooth traffic junctions in linking localities that are in the metropolitan area;
– Improve public transport joint statement aimed at decongesting transport
means and especially the realization link between localities metropolitan area;
– The development of appropriate road infrastructure for movement in metropolitan areas.
The organization of the process of passenger or passengers decisive influence
both efficiency and its quality, so it is necessary to pay special attention to preparing the transport process itself and the preparation (training / education)
staff engaged in -a such complex and diversified to meet the rules of the road
(road discipline) and compliance of employment (work discipline) to ensure
the regularity of public service transport, traffic safety, etc.
Benefits are achieved by means of passenger constitute „production process“ in this field and transport cycle is defined as the number of strokes,
which can be performed over the cycle. Race is the work of a middle passenger transport between the two ends of the line.
2. Method of determining metropolitan areas
Accepting the idea and the reality that metropolitan areas are made up
of a city (or more if they are united space) polarizing and settlements in
19
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territory surrounding strongly
linked to it, the essential question that arises is why the
demarcation of borders, settlements falling within the same
area. We emphasize the interrelationship between the city
and its surrounding towns
because many people believe,
mistakenly, metropolitan area
as an area suburban, outer city
which excludes overall socioeconomic concentration just its
core central polarizing. There
are countless methodologies
for determining the settlements
included in the metropolitan
area, ranging from the simplest,
Fig. 1. Flow of public passenger
establishing the maximum
transport operations shown in the figure
distance from the city center
below.
and to the deepest, whereby
borders are drawn after applying a methodology for assessing the interrelation between the central city and its outer area (lit. this area is called differently: peri-urban, sub-urban, urban driving, commuting, suburban, premetropolitana, etc.). There are numerous concerns of geographers, economists,
statisticians, sociologists, planners, etc., to determine the boundaries of
metropolitan areas in some metropolitan areas are included only settlements
declared suburbs or suburban localities, others are included in all settlements
in the surrounding territory at a distance the central city (usually up to 50
km), but there are studies in this area is extended to 60 km. For example in
the case of Bucharest, there are studies that include Olteniţa, for instance in
Bucharest Metropolitan Area. Among the most commonly used criteria for
determining the limits of the metropolitan area, in addition to the distance
from the city (more commonly estimated traveling time calculated in time
with the means of transport most used by the population of cities in the
surrounding territory) are:
– the share of people in the community who come daily to work in the
metropolis (in the US, 15% of the workforce of the village is made up of
commuters working in the city);
– the share of the population in these villages occupied in agricultural
activities related to city (at least 75% of the population working in nonagricultural activities)
– the share of employed in agricultural production activities designed city
– the share of those trapped residents in the city, tourism potential of
the town, the townspeople capitalized etc. Three experiences are known
and Romania closer to reality. European Centre for coordination and
research in social sciences in Vienna, which has drafted the 1972-1973
model for determining the Functional Urban Region (The Functional
Urban Region) as SMLA (Metropolitan Area labor standard) and MELA
(Metropolitan Area economic benefits) where SMLA includes the territory where more than 15% of the economically active residents moving
metropolis daily and includes MELA territory where there is population
moving every day to work in the central city.

(1)
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where: Ii = extent of commuting in the area,
Cij = the area commuting between i and j
REAi = economic active residents (employed) in the area i.
In Romania, the most popular experiences for determining the boundaries of the metropolitan area is the geographer John Jordan, in the book
„suburban area of Bucharest“, published in 1973, the municipalities in this
area following formula:

(2)
where: R = each of the indicators listed location „i“ respectively index on
non-agricultural activities, commuting, urban renewal, forest surfaces,
perishable goods for city ware plant and animal intended for city and
tourism potential;
S = the significance of these factors;
D = distance to the city.
Also in Romania are known to Dorel Abraham published studies in 1979
and 1991 (Introduction to urban sociology) based on research carried
out in collaboration with sociologists, geographers and economists to determine the peri-urban area of Bucharest. They were taken into account
indicators on the following dimensions: labor, supply the city with perishable products, tourism potential, distance and spatial continuity with the
polarizing city.

(3)
where: P1, P2, P3 = weight for the three indicators,
A1, A2, A3 = standardized values for the three indicators (labor, agriculture
and tourism potential for the city)
D = distance from the city polarizing.
Applying this formula settlements at a given distance from the city polarizing, obtain a peri-urban area comprising a number of settlements, some
of which is immediately suburban, suburban other places near and difference, suburban area removed; with these places in town polarizing defining regional function suburban area of the city impact: non-renewable
resource consumption, air pollution, discomfort to residents.
Environmental issues are: emissions into the atmosphere, discharges into
water, waste generation, contamination of soil and groundwater, use of
raw materials and natural resources, energy use, emitted energy (heat, radiation, vibration) noise generation.
3. Components and organizing system public
transport
During the race runs the following: passengers board the means of transport at the head of line mayor, ensuring passengers, transporting passengers
to the destination, shipment during the intermediate stations, as appropriate, disembarking passengers at intermediate stations of the race, landing
line break passengers finally resumed the direction of the return path(fig. 1).
Cycle (Dc) shall comprise the following times: during the preparation of
the means of transport to leave for race (includes timings related technical
preparation of vehicles for their adaptation to the characteristics of the journey, for action is the mechanization of operations of embarkation - landing
passengers, preparation of documents (Tp) during the moving vehicle at
primary boarding (end of line) (Td); time to perform one or more races,
including the time of embarkation - landing interim passengers at stations
within race (Te) time to return the vehicle after the last landing of passen-
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gers (last race) in point sidings, where due to start another cycle (Ti).
Transmission cycle is between the start of the first vehicle operations
training and teaching time of conclusion of the last operation of the transport documents (after parking the vehicle):
Dc = Tp + Td + Te + Ti				
(4)
Knowledge of transport operations which make up the cycle of special
importance, since each of them consumes labor and materials; as these
expenses are lower, the cost of transportation is less, knowing that often
share the costs for conducting other operations than those for actual
transportation operations is greater.
Therefore, it is a necessity reducing their weight at minimum limits in this
regard, reducing downtime and eliminating as much as possible, unladen
journeys we have a rational use of vehicles and transport costs minimal .
Means of transport in the public passenger transport, cycle or ride, carry
journey laden and unladen journey traveled zero.
Itinerary (circulation path) path to go through the means of transport,
stations the journey, hour and minute crossing, commercial speed and
downtime. Ideally, the entire public passenger transport activity to be carried out based on predetermined routes, with appropriate rhythm and to
a timetable as accurately, with a maximum deviation of 30-40 seconds,
but road is conducted under the influence of random factors, acting independently of the carriers, which do not always take place according to the
schedule circulation timetable.
During loaded (Il) the distance in kilometers covered by the vehicle laden (total or partial). During unloaded (during empty) (Iu): distance in km traveled
by the vehicle empty state (in during the race it does not have passengers).
During zero (Iz): the distance traveled by the means of transport from the
point of loading garage, specifically primary line head and the disembarkation point, that final line head (last race) garage. During the vehicle’s
total (It) = Iu + Il + Iz (km).
The races that make up the cycle of transport is based on a route (trail
running) that vehicles must follow.In organization and management of
public passenger transport system should be kept in mind that the road
can create disturbances of public transport schedule for such situations
must be clearly defined measures to be taken to ensure that disruption of
traffic to be phased out in a time as small and return to the normal schedule as quickly transport.
4. Conclusion
Advantages and disadvantages of setting up metropolitan areas.
Establishment of metropolitan areas responds to needs and opportunities
caused by organic development of settlements. Urbanization European territory led to the development of metropolitan areas with interdependent
localities in their area of influence, already forming metropolitan realities
primary, if not practically operate metropolitan areas are designated as areas
uniform, relatively independent. Thus, „real country“ urban-rural development realities calls for greater recognition and proper regulation of the „legal country“ and those providing governance in Romania. Many strategic
issues of urban planning at European level cannot be treated directly than at
metropolitan areas, to facilitate the development of production, trade and
consumption of goods across Europe so as to avoid obstacles due to both
localism excessive as centralism and nationally. It is essentially the formation regions and metropolitan areas as poles of growth and development
across Europe, included within national and transnational strategies. Metropolitan areas can thus become bridgeheads to benefit from new ways of
communication and trade relations, exchange of goods and services, knowhow, as centers of capital movements as destinations for tourism and buy-

ers. The development of metropolitan areas facilitates integrate spatial planning at the regional level so as thereby to diminish the disparities between
the center and the periphery area caused by dispersion (or marginalization
of ghettoization, isolation of settlements deprived of opportunities), plan
demographics, social and economic by imbalances transport, infrastructure
financing, reserves space for living and commerce, the removal or mitigation of such imbalances would lead to an improvement in quality of life.
Strengthening the capacity of the settlements included in the metropolitan
area to face competition from outside. Identifying common trends of development and cooperation within area as new forms of institutional organization and administration, representing the interests externally, will strengthen their capacity to cope with competition. Therefore shall ensure economic competitiveness settlements in the metropolitan area to neighboring
regions. Implementation of development policies and planning through effective management and performance, the foundation of development policies to take account of market demand, but also-other requirements related
to ensuring densities bearable, technical and social infrastructure (services),
supply close to dwellings, the location of recreation areas etc. Development
of this policy is usually done through good cooperation between municipalities in land development, housing, infrastructure, economic development,
environmental protection, human resource etc. The best performing shares
are usually those related to transport, water supply, waste management and
investment projects. Ensuring subsidiarity metropolitan areas by attracting
public participation in various settlements in developing and implementing the strategy development of the area so that objectives and purposes
planning to become more efficient. As we know, democracy and subsidiarity cannot be applied if a decision maker is missing. This means that the
population of metropolitan areas, even at the periphery of them can have
an influence on decisions from the metropolis that would affect their lives.
Ensuring sustainable development of the metropolitan area requires a strategy that takes into account the social and economic needs of the population and is based on the scheduling option, following an impact assessment
compensates best waste of resources that cannot be immediately restored
or replaced, so do not limit the future development of the area. Sustainable
development implies the existence of an overview on the environment,
evaluating the improvement of the quality of the urban environment, urban
renewal and regeneration of resources that would diminish the negative impact of development strategies of the area and ensure development in this
context can determine the areas to be protected as the natural vegetation
can be assessed values of the world and village places, due to cultural and
ecological values should be helped to acquire the right of national heritage.
Disadvantages of the creation of the metropolitan area to consider about
possible traffic jams due to increased circulation, environmental pollution
caused by urban waste, and the use of non-organic means of transport. In
the plan there is a danger of limiting government involvement Townships
at a formal collaboration or lack of trust of local governments settlements
in local planning bodies. Of course, there is the danger that certain interest groups to influence local planning zonal exaggerated. These issues are
more abnormal, but they must be prevented. In practice there will be difficulties in coordination between the instruments local and regional planning, to achieve a uniform policy for the use of reserve power, reconciliation
between the proposals of local governments in terms of infrastructure and
equipment planning, land use by different agents mayors and maintaining
ecological balance etc.
The main indicators used are: location of population and employment,
displacement volume when using motorized transport and public trans21
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port modal division, the level of pollution.
The scenario „Homo Tehnicus“ envisages a hierarchy depending on the
degree of training at the expense of a scale considerations native, given
current trends influencing society. They won two orientations, namely:
– development of infrastructure with its own running track and some
modern vehicles, such as hybrid or fuel cell, in order to comply with directives on the environment and that retrofitting the fleet;
– qualitative and quantitative development of public transport is another
way of economic progress consistent with the principles of sustainable
development, bowing to the principle that the production of electricity
to maintain the operation of public transport problematic environment.
In this scenario assumes service quality technical considerations related
to: improve comfort and increase speed, optimize energy consumption
and organizational considerations that take into account the frequency,
frequency, reducing subsidies.
The scenario „Homo economicus“ cost- and real prices of mobility and is
designed to take into account on the one hand a failure of technical progress in reducing the environmental impact and on the other hand distrust in political actions with a political character.
The scenario „Homo Contractor“ is linked to the control of mobility, in
terms of reducing it, and constraints on mobility are accepted, but the values of democracy and individualism in modern society remain intangible.
The scenario „Homo Politicus“ assumes control of space and is based on
collective processes of the organization. Transport policies transupun
collective decisions in favor of the individual and public transport is sustained presence anywhere is absolutely necessary, such as residential areas
with high potential for jobs and housing owners isolated or peripheral,
are taxed extra.
The scenario „Homo Civis“ meets several criteria for sustainability: reducing individual motorized transport, pollution, reduction of the speed
of expansion of the urban area, increased travel by collective transport
modes „light“ trucks.
Actions resulting from the simulations scenario „Homo Civis“ involving the application of measures on urban space (the space distribution
of population and jobs within the meaning of their proximity to the reorganization prices land) penalty go with the car individually implement
a system vignetting urban to control the town center, reducing parking
paid by companies, limiting and uniform maximum speed of vehicles on
all types of roads, development offer collective transport, orientation behavior towards the use of collective transport and means „light“ transport,
reducing the number of daily movements, especially movements between
home and work.
These actions increase the attractiveness of collective transport compared
to motorized means of transport and relocation habitat trends established
in the suburban area.
The simulations have highlighted the key role of reducing travel speed for individual vehicles. In a first step measure linked to a surge of collective transport supply movements and change the partition number increases modal
shift from motorized transport. In the second stage, with an accompanying
increase in the supply of urban housing that offer, the price of land in the
city center it will become more compact and reduces pollutant emissions.
Restoring blade size urban spatial, social and environmental brings another
positive consequence: increased travel means „light“ trucks.
The minimum requirements to be met for the introduction of an effective
public transport and urban environmental protection are:
– adoption of integrated and complementary measures in all areas of
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public transport development;
– adoption of an integrated planning policy sustainable social and environmental protection, including the promotion of non-motorized transport and restrictive measures to traffic for particular;
– collaboration of all stakeholders in promoting public transport;
– public transport are an integral part of everyday life offers many opportunities inhabitants;
– achieving promotion of public transport, and especially those that
perform environmental protection by adopting long-term policy.
During this period, the world is forced to review the future role of the
automobile in cities, in one of the most serious transformations of the last
half century, namely how to design transport. It is a paradox that just cars
and trucks that made possible the massive urbanization are now contributing to the degradation of cities.
Metropolitan governance models existing today in Europe are classified
by METREX (Network of European Metropolitan Regions and Areas)
in three categories:
1. metropolitan authorities have discretion as to the social, economic,
infrastructure, environment and planning or land use. These authorities
are responsible to plan and implement effective and comprehensive strategies for the harmonious development of metropolitan areas.
2. Authorities, appointed or elected, provided with essential selective
powers through which to plan and apply strategies to solve key problems.
3. Agencies metropolitan called complementary or bodies entrusted with
responsibilities for strategic planning and advisory enforcement. Public
passenger transport process envisages and includes all operations carried
out by vehicles driving people to carry passengers into space. In organization and management of public passenger transport system should be
kept in mind that the road can create disturbances of public transport
schedule for such situations must be clearly defined measures to be taken
to ensure that disruption of traffic to be phased out in a time as small and
return to the normal schedule as quickly transport. The organization of
the process of passenger or passengers decisive influence both efficiency
and its quality, so it is necessary to pay special attention to preparing the
transport process itself and the preparation (training / education) staff
engaged in -a such complex and diversified to meet the rules of the road
(road discipline) and compliance of employment (work discipline) to
ensure the regularity of public service transport, traffic safety.
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The influence of the suspension upon the axle weight
distribution for heavy trucks
Influenţa reglajului sistemului de suspensie asupra
distribuirii sarcinii pe punţi, în cazul camioanelor
Rezumat
Datorită numărului sporit de camioane, ponderea acestora cu cazuri de supraîncărcare
a crescut, iar majoritatea dintre ele au fost înregistrate cu supraîncărcare pe una sau
mai multe punți. Supraîncărcarea poate conduce la amenzi pentru companiile de transport, precum și la deteriorarea drumurilor. Unul dintre principalele motive de supraîncărcare a osiei este deplasarea centrului de greutate, care este influențat de mai mulți
factori. Obiectivul principal al acestei lucrări este de a determina modul în care reglajul
suspensiei poate influența distribuția sarcinii de încărcare în interiorul unui ansamblu

camion-semiremorcă. Pentru a atinge obiectivul propus, în cadrul lucrării este prezentat
un principiu de calcul în ceea ce privește influența reglajului sistemului de suspensie asupra
distribuirii sarcinii pe osiile camioanelor. Această metodă de calcul a fost validată prin
teste experimentale. Rezultatele indică faptul că setarea suspensiei joacă un rol important
în repartizarea uniformă a încărcăturii pe punțile camionului, iar prin utilizarea unui
reglaj greșit a suspensiei pot apărea supraîncărcări pe o anumită osie.

1. Introduction
The number of heavy commercial
trucks is growing every day, and
on this background, the number
of overweight trucks has the same
tendency, leading to a great challenge not only for the roadway
Drd. ing.
Ionuț RADU1
maintenance but also for the truck
weight enforcement [9].
During its movement, the heavy
Drd. ing.
trucks are subjected to high
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external forces during braking and
steering, while the cargo loading
plays a great role in the truck
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stability [10]. The movement of
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may influence the coordinates of
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the COG (center of gravity). The
COG modification can overload a
certain axle, which not only may lead to significant fines for the transportation companies, but the road infrastructure will be damaged [7].
A study conducted in USA reported that in Tennessee more than 50%
of the heavy trucks were recorded with axle overload; while for a gross
overweight a percentage of 16.8% was reported [8].
Subjects such as the influence of load upon the rolling resistance respectively the fatigue assessment upon the rear axle due to the service loading
were approached by J.Ejsmont et.al, respectively Zhao et. al. but, very few
literature approach the subject of the influence of the suspension settings
upon the axle weight distribution. The weighting process of a truck with a
semitrailer is made on each axle, and the allowable values for each axle are
the following: for the truck front axle is 7500 kg, the rear axle 11500 kg,
while for the semi-trailer the total allowable mass is 8000 kg for each axle
of the trident. In case of exceeding, the transportation company receives a
fine, proportional with the exceeding [1], [2], [4].
In this study, will be presented a study case where we will show the influence of the suspension settings upon the overload on the driving.

2. Testing Procedure Methodology
For the measurements of the axle loadings, there can be used two types of
measurement capable to determine this parameter. One of the measurements
is measuring the static loading, while the second one is capable to determine
the axle loading dynamically. Both of the measurements have an allowable
exceeding value of 4%. Therefore the two procedures are as follows [6]:
The loaded truck is stopped with approximately 4 meters before the entrance to the measuring device. He is slowly accelerated on an inclined
plane, such that the truck can be lifted on a horizontal platform, in order to enter with the first axle on the device for the measurements. As
soon as the first axle is positioned horizontally on the device, and a short
amount of time (approximately 1 minute) passed since the first axle was
positioned properly such that the cargo will be stabilized, the first measurement is taken. This procedure will be repeated for all the axles, and in
the end the full report will be printed. In the second type of procedure,
the truck is moving with a constant speed that may not exceed 5 km/h,
on a special platform capable to determine the axle loadings, dynamically.
3. Case Study
A loaded truck is heading to the loading measurement device, but before
entering to the platform, the driver observes that due to the inclined plane
that is heading to the horizontal platform, he has to lift the truck’s pneumatic suspension, positioned on the rear axle, due to the fact that truck’s
ground clearance was too small. The main objective here is to determine
the influence of the lifted pneumatic suspension.
In order to determine this influence, the following sketch was drawn,
using the notations:

S.l. dr. ing.
Bogdan Adrian
ȚOLEA2
bogdan.tzolea@gmail.com

Key-words: heavy trucks, suspension, axle weight distribution

hgt – Truck COG Height

Cgrt – Truck COG location

hcgr – Semi-trailer 		
COG Height		

Cg – Truck/trailer assembly
COG location

Os – Coupling point position
			

a –Distance between the truck’s front
axle (axle 1) to the Cgr

hos – Coupling point height
			

b – Distance between the truck’s rear
axle (axle 2) to Cgt

Cgr – semi-trailer COG
location			
			

Z1,, Z2 – Normal reactions of the
ground, for the axle number 1
respectively axle number 2 of the truck
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the forces that are subjecting the static truck and semi-trailer

Fig. 2. The sketch of the truck-semi-trailer assembly with the force distribution per axles

Zr3, Zr4, Zr5 - Normal reactions of the ground, for the axle number 3, axle
number 4 respectively axle number 5 of the semi-trailer
At the semi-trailers with 3 axles, the suspension is provided with two air
cushions for each axle, being fueled with compressed air. These cushions take over and distribute uniformly the cargo’s weight on each axle,
ensuring the correct equilibrium, according to the approval of vehicle’s
technical rules set.
The used semi-trailer, has the following specifications: M0 = 7220 kg –
Unladen mas; MTMA = 39000 kg – Maximum allowable mass; MUMA
= 31780 kg – Maximum allowable payload capacity; distribution of
24

maximum allowable mass per each
axle: Rear axles (axles 3,4,5 ) – Mrs =
24000 kg
For the trucks with two axles, the
suspension is provided with two air
cushions for the rear axles, capable
to take over and distribute uniformly
the weight, ensuring equilibrium.
According to the approval of vehicle’s technical rules set, the specifications are: M0’ = 8456 kg – Unladen
mass, MTMA’ = 18600 kg – Maximum
allowable mass; MUMA’ = 12920
kg – Maximum allowable payload
capacity.
Distribution of maximum allowable
mass per each axle: Front axle (axle
1) – Mtf = 7500 kg; Rear axle (driving
axle 2) – Mts = 11500 kg; MU = 23800
kg – Maximum cargo load limit
Knowing the value of maximum
cargo limit, we were able to determine the correct load distribution on
each axle. This procedure was made
by determining the percentage of
each maximum load capacity on each
axle, and adapting it to our maximum
cargo limit (e.g. the driving axle load
percentage from the maximum total
truck-semi-trailer assembly mass of
40 000 kg represents 28.75%, leading
to a load re-distribution using the total
mass of 38680 kg, on the driving axle
of 0.2875* 38680=11120.5 kg). Using
this procedure we obtained: MTOTAL
= 38680 kg < 40 000- Total mass of
the truck and semi-trailer assembly;
MAXLE1 = 7252.5 kg, MAXLE2= 11120.5
kg; MAXLE3 = MAXLE4 = MAXLE5 = 6769
kg
By checking the semi-trailer suspension specification provided by the
manufacturer, a lifting of the suspension can reach a maximum value of
80 mm. In our calculation, we will
consider a value of H= 70 mm (DAF,

2013).
Using the measured values presented in the Figure 2, we were able to write
the momentum equilibrium equations restricted to the truck and semitrailer assembly’ COG as follows:
G1 · (x + 3.7) + G2 · x – Gr3 · [(5.825 + 1.31) – x] – Gr5 · [(5.825 + 2 · 1.31)
– x] = 0
(1)
The geometric parameters taken into account in order to calculate
the truck-semi-trailer assembly such as the distances between axles
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Table 1. The measurements obtained for both tests

Load measured

Test 1 - Static
measurement
[kg]

Test 2 - Dynamic
measurement
[kg] - Lifted
suspension

Maximum allowable value [kg]

Maximum allowable value with 4%
exceeding value
[kg]

Exceeding value
- Test 1 [kg]

Exceeding value
- Test 2 [kg]

Total mass

38680

38680

40000

-

0

0

Mass on axle 1

7510

7780

7500

7800

0

0

Mass on axle 2

11800

11980

11500

11960

0
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Mass on axle 3

6550

6340

8000

8320

0

0

Mass on axle 4

6490

6220

8000

8320

0

0

Mass on axle 5

6330

6360

8000

8320

0

0

point C2,
MG1– represents the moment on axle 1 caused by weight G1
H · F2C = (H – lr1) · G1 · sin β
(6)
2
(2) By adding relation 3 with 5, it is obtained:
F1C + F2C = 1/H · [(H – lr3) · Gr3 · sin α + (H – lr4) · Gr4 · sin α + (H – lr5)
2
2
· Gr5 · sin α + (H – lr1) · G1 · sin β
(7)
Therefore, knowing parameters such as α, β, H, Gr we determined the
where g = 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration
Solving equation (1), the value of x was obtained as x=3.05 m, x repre- overloading of the driving axle:
senting the initial location of the truck-semi-trailer assembly COG loca- F1C + F2C = 2007 N – overloading on the axle 2 (driving axle)
(8)
2
2
tion along X axis, before suspension lifting.
Representing an overloading mass on the measuring device of Mov =
Distance from axle I to the COG: D1 =3.84+x = 6.89 m
204.58 kg
Distance from axle II to the COG: D2 = x = 3.05 m
By comparing the weight distribution on axle 2, in normal equilibrium
Distance from axle III to the COG: D3= 5.823 -x = 2.773 m
conditions with G2, results:
Distance from axle IV to the COG: D4= 5.823 - x + 1.31 = 4.083 m
F1C + F2C
(9)
1915
=
≅ 11.84%
.84 %
Distance from axle V to the COG: D3= 5.823 -x + 2.62 = 5.393 m
G2
109100
In Figure 3 it is presented a sketch of the forces after the elevation caused
by the suspension lifting leading to a modification of the center of gravity Therefore the influence of the suspension lifting with 7 cm in this case, can
(denoted by C2).
lead to an increasing of weight distribution on the driving axle of 1.84 %,
The next step was to determine the values of lr1,3,4,5,, which represent which may cause significant fines for the transportation companies.
the displacement of the axles 1, 3, 4 and 5, caused by driving
axle suspension lifting. These values were determined geometrically, using similar triangles presented in Figure 4.

respectively truck’s front and rear overhang were measured (Figure.2).
The load distribution on each axle was determined as follows:

2

2

Using the notations from Figure 4, the equations for the lr can
be written:

(3)
In this case, by writing the moment equilibrium equation in
point C2, we obtained the following equation in function of α:
H · F1C = (H – lr3) · Gr3 · sin α + (H – lr4) · Gr4 · sin α + (H –
2
lr5) · Gr5 · sin α
(4)
The moment equilibrium equation can be written in function
of β in point C2, as follows:
M2C – MG1 = 0
2
(5)
Where M2C – represents the moment on axle 2 applied in the
2

Fig. 3. The sketch of the forces after the elevation occurred

Fig. 4. The triangles described by the suspension lifting
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Fig. 4. Overload force on the driving axle in function of suspension
displacement

Fig. 5. Driving axle overload in function of suspension displacement

5. Results And Discussion
In order to test the influence of the suspension settings upon the axle
load distribution, there were performed both types of measurements on
a heavy truck, with the same cargo. In one of the test, the truck had the
air cushion set at 0 level, while for the second test the driving axle suspension air-cushion was lifted. For the first test the static measurement was
performed, while for the second one we used the dynamic measurement.
The data obtained is summarized in the table 1.
It can be observed from Table 1, that in the first test the cargo load on
each axle is within the allowable values, while for the second test (suspension lifted) the exceeding value of 20 kg on the driving axles occurs and
represents an exceeding of 1.53% in comparison with the static test measurement, where the suspension’s air cushion was at 0 level. Was observed
that in the test where the suspension was lifted, the masses on the semitrailer trident were reduced, and the main reason of this is that by moving
the COG backwards along the X axis, the length of the force lever arm is
reduced, leading to a reduced torque value on the trident.
Using the presented calculation principle, the overloading on the driving
axle can be determined using as input value the measured driving axle load
of 11800 kg, when the suspension setting was set to 0 level, and we can
determine the height of the suspension setting for the second measurement
(dynamic measurement), where the overloading occurred. By performing
this calculation, we obtained a value for the suspension air cushion height, H
of 61 mm, representing an overloading mass of 180 kg.
In order to obtain a diagram of the overloading force in function of the
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suspension displacement, was developed a Mathcad program. In this program,
the suspension displacement (H) was used as a range variable, with values
from 10-80 mm, with a step increment of 10. The obtained diagram of the
overload force in function of the suspension displacement is presented in
Figure 4. Another diagram that was extracted was the one including the overload percentage of the driving axle in function of the suspension displacement.
This diagram is presented in Figure.5. It can be observed that a small suspension modification leads to significant overloading on the truck’s driving axle. At
a modification of 10 mm, we can discuss of an overload of nearly 1%, considering the reference value the maximum allowable mass on the driving axle
(11500 kg), while for the case where the suspension is set at a height of 80 mm,
the overload is doubled. The main reason of this phenomena, is the fact that
the suspension modification leads to a COG modification, and the higher is
the suspension lifted, the greater is the truck-semitrailer COG modification
6. Conclusion
This paper presents a calculation principle, meant to determine the
influence of a truck’s pneumatic suspension upon the load distribution,
and the way that this influences the overloading on the driving axle.
By analyzing the data obtained in the case study, we can argue that the
suspension setting plays an important role on the axle load distribution.
By lifting the air cushion provided by the driving axle suspension with 80
mm, can lead to the axle overload of 2%.
The calculation method was validated through measurement tests, and it
is an accurate method to predict the overloading on the driving axle in
function of the air cushion suspension settings.
Transportation companies can easily receive fines in case of the drivers will
not set the suspension properly before they reach the cargo weighing device.
The suspension setting represent an important factor to distribute correctly
the cargo load, but may be influenced by other factors. Future research will
be conducted on the suspension modification in case the cargo will be
hanging of the semi-trailer sealing, and during the vehicle motion, this cargo
will produce a pitch movement of the truck/semi-trailer assembly.
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